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Teachscape 

About the Organization 
 

Teachscape Reflect Walk:  With Teachscape's data collection application, instructional leaders 

add easy-to-use data collection, analysis, and reporting tools coupled with a classroom 

walkthrough process that provides a framework for reflective discussions, data analysis, action 

planning, and progress monitoring.  The “look-fors” are fully customizable to support any 

observation framework or data collection goal. 

Teachscape Reflect Live: Reflect Live replicates the observation process from planning through 

post-observation conferences. Data is collected on a tablet device or a laptop, and observations 

can include teacher's reflections, lesson artifacts, and observer's notes. Observation data can then 

be tracked with reporting tools that monitor system usage and measure teaching effectiveness 

over time.  Reflect Live is open-content and supports any framework. 

Teachscape Reflect Video:  With Reflect Video, educators can upload video captured from any 

video-recording camera, share classroom video to collaborate on lesson planning and review, 

and develop a video library of best practices to be shared with their professional learning 

community. Videos can be scored with the same tools available in Reflect Live to enhance 

observation/evaluation if desired. 

Framework for Teaching Proficiency System:  The Framework for Teaching Proficiency 

System is a research-based approach to developing and testing the proficiency of observers in 

making accurate, reliable, consistent, and defensible judgments of teaching practice based on 

Charlotte Danielson's Framework for Teaching.  This robust training system includes 15 hours of 

online professional learning on the Framework, an extensive video library for scoring practice 

against master-scored videos, and a proficiency test to validate evaluator skills in using the 

Framework. 

Teachscape Advance:  Now in development, Teachscape Advance is a human capital 

management system closely coupled with a learner management system designed to support 

performance management (including weighting of multiple measures), talent management 

(including succession planning), and learning management (including competency profiles and 

credentials tracking). 
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Scott Noon 

Vice President of Market Development, Teachscape 

Working with state leaders in both the governors' and education chiefs' offices, Scott consults to 

develop innovative teacher effectiveness solutions that align to state and federal mandates. Scott 

also champions Teachscape's vision for teacher effectiveness with educator preparation 

programs. And, he collaborates with other business leaders in the education space to create 

mutually beneficial partnerships that enhance student achievement. 
 

For More Information 
 

Scott Noon  |  scott.noon@teachscape.com   |  717-626-6555 
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